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Abstract— A “Discretely Actuated Robotic Manipulator”, or
“D-ARM”, is any member of a class of robotic manipulators
powered by actuators that have only discrete positional stable
states such as solenoids. One of the most signiﬁcant kinematic
phenomena of D-ARMs is the discreteness of both input range
and end-effector frames. The main characteristics of D-ARMs
are: stability at each state without feedback loop; high task
repeatability; mechanism simplicity; minimal supporting devices;
low cost. These are strong advantages for all engineering ﬁeld,
including: manufacturing automation; mobile robot; space structure; micro/nano mechanism.
This paper illustrates a pre-processing step that conditions
the baseline manipulator for its kinematic synthesis. The computation derives the optimal pose of the baseline manipulator
for minimal alteration that will meet the design criteria. The
-differentiation techniques. The
proposed process utilizes
conducted simulations demonstrate the feasibility of the synthesis
method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Actuators can be recognized as belonging to one of the
following two kinematic categories: “Continuous-Range-ofMotion Actuator (Continuous Actuator)”, or “Discrete-Rangeof-Motion Actuator (Discrete Actuator)” [1]. The former one
is continuously position controllable and accepts a continuous
range of input command values, as ordinary servo motors do.
The other has only a ﬁnite number of discrete stable positions,
and thus the input command has also a discrete nature.
We deﬁne a class of manipulators called the “Discretely
Actuated Robotic Manipulator (D-ARM)” or “Discrete Arm”
which is powered by discrete actuators. In particular, a “Binary
Actuated Robotic Manipulator (B-ARM)” or “Binary Arm”
is one with actuators that have only binary stable states.
Further, in contrast to D-ARM, let us call a manipulator a
“Continuously Actuated Robotic Manipulator (C-ARM)”, or
“Continuous Arm”, if the manipulator uses continuous actuators, as most standard robotic systems do. Table I summarizes
this categorization.
A fundamental example is shown in Fig. 1. The 2D (two
dimensional) B-ARM that has three bi-stable actuators is
activated according to a three-digit binary number. The left
(right) actuator is associated with the most (least) signiﬁcant
bit of the binary number, and the center actuator corresponds to
the middle one. The binary bit “1” (“0”) means full extension
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TABLE I
A CTUATOR AND M ANIPULATOR C ATEGORIZATION
Actuator

Example

Stable state
= Input
command

Manipulator

Continuous

Servomotor

Continuous range

C-ARM

Discrete

Solenoid,
Pneumatic
cylinder

Discrete range

D-ARM

(contraction) of the actuator. By changing the binary number
) possible frames
given to the controller, one of eight (
(elements of
, the Special Euclidean group in three
space) of the end-effector can be reached with a certain binary
)
number by the 3-bit B-ARM . In Fig. 2, 68.7 billion (
end-frames are “reachable” by the 3D B-ARM example that
consists of six Stewart-type binary platforms. The discussion
above is also applicable for the -state (multi-state) general
type of D-ARM in a similar manner [2].
One of the most signiﬁcant kinematic phenomena of DARMs is the discreteness of both input range and end-effector
frames as shown above.
While discrete actuators are the key components of DARMs, they are also widely used as stand-alone motion
sources in various applications. The variety of those applications originates from the following signiﬁcant characteristics
of discrete actuators:
(1) Stability at each state without feedback loop
(2) High task repeatability
(3) Mechanism simplicity, including kinematic parameter
adjustment (e.g., stroke stopper for a pneumatic cylinder)
(4) Minimal supporting devices, especially feedback systems
(5) Low cost and small volume due to (3) and (4)
All of these characteristics of discrete actuators directly
result in those of a D-ARM which is composed of discrete
actuators. These characteristics are strong advantages for many
engineering ﬁelds, including: manufacturing automation; mobile robotics; space structures; micro/nano mechanisms. One
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An Example D-ARM (3-bit 2D Binary Parallel Platform)

Fig. 2.
Arm)

of the most recent attempts to utilize the advantages of the
discrete actuation can be found on the researches for robotic
planetary explorers [3]. The mobile robot employs binary
actuators to achieve a light weight and durable system with a
simple and thus reliable controller.
To control robot motion continuously, such as a trajectory
constrained task, continuous actuators are essential devices
for the manipulator system. It should be noticed, however,
that continuous actuation is not so essential for the teachingplayback work especially if the task is an ordinary pick-andplace one, since continuity of input range is not necessary
for the playback phase. The key issue is the fact that, after
each teaching process, the robot’s actuators only go back and
forth between several memorized “discrete” positions. Namely,
continuous actuators are used as the robot’s hardware in order
to adapt a task by software programming for such a teaching
phase.
Reconsidering continuous actuators from the point of view
of cost efﬁciency, they seem to be “overkill” [4] when a
task deﬁnes start/goal end-effector frames but the trajectory
is less important as long as it is bounded. Conversely, discrete
actuators could be a sufﬁcient and cost effective solution for
such a playback task if they have the ability to easily change
kinematic parameters, such as stroke length for a cylinder.
One of the most fundamental synthesis issues for manipulator design is to determine its kinematic parameters in
order for reaching all the given desired frames. Considering
the kinematic synthesis discretely actuated mechanical system
with higher degrees of freedom (DOF), several studies have
been performed [2], [4]–[6]. The proposed synthesis processes
in the works are aim to solve the following fundamental and
important inverse kinematic problem of a D-ARM:
Given a D-ARM (base-line design) and ﬁnite sets of
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desired positions and orientations of the D-ARM’s
end-effector (desired frames:
, where
for 2D(3D) case), determine kinematic
parameters (the vector ) of the manipulator.
This paper addresses another problem in D-ARM synthesis
to reach a desired set of end-effector poses, i.e., we discuss the
issue of how to place a D-ARM in space so as to minimize
the amount of change required in its kinematic parameters
to reach a set of desired frames. This issue is substantially
different from the problem addressed in earlier works because
here we do not seek to optimize over actuator stop lengths.
Rather, the computations in this paper can be viewed as a
pre-processing step that conditions the baseline design so that
minimal alteration will meet the design criteria.
II. G RADIENT

FOR FUNCTIONS ON

The common concept of optimization over
derivative operation is the following:
Given a function
such that
picking a value of

based on the

, we search for
is a minimum by ﬁrst
and computing the gradient
.

This gradient computation may be performed analytically
or numerically. Updating the current value of is performed
numerically by moving a small amount in the direction oppo. This process is iterated until
, in which
site to
case the corresponding value of is a local minimum. In some
analytically
cases it is possible to solve the equation
for all possible minima, but in general this is difﬁcult to do.
In a similar manner, the optimization method can be derived
as shown below in which the concept of differentiation on the
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Lie group
is used. The following formulation provides
the analytical foundations for the remainder of this paper:
is the Lie group under consideration
Suppose
(which for the sake of discussion here can be either
or
) and
. If there is a function
, we seek the value of such that
is minimized.
One can build a gradient descent algorithm in the context
is a Lie group in almost the same way as for
when
as follows. First, deﬁne partial derivatives. This is done by
perturbing the current value of by an inﬁnitesimal motion
along the basis directions
of the Lie group,
where is the dimension of the group. The resulting equation
is as follows [7]:

is optimally superimposed on the second. In order to achieve
this goal, the following mean-square-error function must be
minimized:
(3)
Here
is the two-norm representing the Euclidean distance
point in one set and the rigidly moved version
between the
point in the other,
is a weighting value often
of the
chosen to be the number one, and
(4)
is the weighted root-mean-squared error between the two point
sets.
Taking the left gradient of , we see that

or
(1)
These are respectively called the right and left derivatives of
along the
direction in the Lie algebra of at the group
, so we need to choose
element . In general
if we will do a “left gradient descent” or a “right gradient
descent.” In the current context it does not matter which one
is used.
(or
) for
are
After the values
computed, the current value of can be updated as

(5)
In the case of spatial rigid-body motion, we can write for
all of the resulting scalar equations as one vector
equation, and set
(6)
and
are undetermined parameters.
where
Equation (6) must hold for all possible values of , hence the
ﬁrst step in ﬁnding is to rewrite this equation so as to isolate
where in the current context is of the form

or
(2)
where is a small positive real number. The new value of is
, and the process of computing the gradient
substituted into
and updating iterates until
is minimized. Just as in the
case of
, the negative gradient direction is used because it
is the direction of steepest descent in the local neighborhood
of .
It is possible, just as in
, that for some functions
,
setting the gradient to zero from the beginning can lead
to analytical expressions that can be solved for the desired
. This has been done for three
minimal value of
examples in [8] using a slightly different formulation. One
of these examples is revisited here using (1). This is the
example of the RMS superposition of two sets of points in
. This is a problem that has been studied extensively in the
computer vision/imaging literature [9] , crystallography [10],
and spacecraft attitude estimation [11]. However, it is usually
approached by using Lagrange multipliers as in [12] instead
of using the intrinsic group-theoretic approach presented here.
Consider two sets of points in
, each of which contains
elements:
and
. We seek the
rigid-body motion
such that the ﬁrst set of points

(7)
where
. Making this substitution into (6) and
using the fact that and are arbitrary, we get the following
equation and condition [8]:
(8)

(9)
where
,
, is the
identity
is the proper orthogonal matrix in the polar
matrix and
decomposition of the matrix:
(10)
and the optimal pose is
.
This result is the same answer as obtained when using
Lagrange multipliers, though we have avoided the introduction
of those unnecessary additional variables.
That is,
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III. O PTIMAL BASE F RAME P LACEMENT P ROBLEM
We consider the following problem related to D-ARM
synthesis:
Given a D-ARM that has already been designed, at
what pose should the base be ﬁxed in order for the
end-effector to be able to reach a set of discrete
desired poses?
As we shall see, this problem has a closed-form solution,
and can be formulated using the terminology of motion
metrics. To begin, call the poses that are desirable to be
,...,
. Deﬁne a subset of the poses of the
reached
current design that are reachable relative to the D-ARM’s base
as ,...,
. We choose this subset to have the same number
of elements as the number of desired frames, and assign a
correspondence.
A. Optimal Placement by Gradient Descent
The current restricted problem of D-ARM placement is
such that the
equivalent to ﬁnding the base pose
cost function

where now all the norm signs represent vector two-norms. By
deﬁning
(16)
and
(17)
can be taken to be zero, and Equation (15) is written as

or
(18)
where
for
for

(11)
is minimized where
is a metric on
. The solution
can be solved
to the problem of ﬁnding the optimal
. This problem can
numerically as a gradient descent on
be solved in closed-form using the same solution as for the
RMS positioning problem when we take the metric on rigidwhere is the identity
body displacement [13] with
matrix and
.
If
,
and
, the cost
function can be expanded as

Equation (18) is the same as (3) with
and
.
Hence it can be solved in closed-form using the same solution.
, and how to recover
The reason why we can set
for the original problem, rather than the case when positions
are translated to centroidal coordinates, will be shown below.
when the original two point sets are
The fact that
centered follows from the direct computation:

(12)
is used to denote both the matrix and vector twowhere
norm, and it is clear from the argument which is being used.
as
The matrix two-norm is deﬁned for any

(19)
which means
(20)

(13)
The optimal values of
and
can be found in closedform by rewriting Equation (12) in a form similar to the RMS
position problem solved earlier. To observe this, consider the
following notation:

(14)

Since the quantities in parenthesis are zero, must be zero,
as well.
, is computed after centering
If the optimal value of ,
all positions, the value of the vector
that optimizes the
and
original problem by solving (19) with in place of
likewise for . The result is
(21)

Equation (12) can be written as
where in this context the subscript “cm” is deﬁned as

(22)
(15)

for any set
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consisting of

vectors.

B. An

Distance-Jacobian Approach

If
, it is not clear how the closed-form approach to
optimal base pose determination presented previously can be
used. In addition, if Park’s metric, [14], is used in the deﬁnition
of the cost function, there is no known closed-form expression
is
for the optimal base pose. While gradient descent on
one approach to solve the problem, it is not the only solution
technique, and one potential alternative is presented here.
Instead of a scalar measure of the goodness of a base pose,
consider the following vector of errors:
..
.

,

where

, and

..
.

..

.

..
.
..
.

In this paper,
will be called the
-Hessian. Note
that
is not a symmetric matrix because
due to the noncommutative nature of
.
However, it is a general matrix rule that
(28)

(23)
where

This is a vector error function whose components are the
distances between the desired poses and where the manipulator
would be able to reach if the base is moved to pose . By
forcing this vector to move toward the zero vector, the resulting
value of is optimized. Therefore, if we introduce an artiﬁcial
time parameter and construct a dynamical system

is symmetric. Therefore, without losing generality,
can be
replaced with
.
Searching for the best value of to perturb and reduce
the value of
is the same as differentiating Equation (27)
with respect to . The result is

(24)
as
, the desired behavior will be implemented. The way
to do this in discrete time is to iteratively search for a small
set of motion parameters, ,...,
such that

(29)
Using this value,

is updated as
(30)

(25)
and the process is iterated until no longer changes, or at
least it is below some prespeciﬁed threshold.

where

D. A
Inverting

at each timestep to isolate , and updating
(26)

is an
should implement the desired behavior. However,
matrix, so it can only be inverted in the sense of
the overdetermined generalized-inverse.
A similar approach to this was used by Stein to solve the
problem of decoding a spherical encoder [15]. Only in that
context, spherical motions were considered rather than full
rigid-body motions.
C. An “

Generalized-Inverse Approach

Concerning the problem addressed in previous section,
another approach to solve the optimal base placement problem
for
is to convert the system of equations
to the form
. It is an overconstrained
problem to ﬁnd one
to simultaneously solve all of
these equations. We can write this as a system
..
.
where

(31)

and

-Hessian” Approach

Another approach to solving the optimal base placement
in a multidimenproblem is to expand the cost function
sional Taylor series expansion about the speciﬁc group element
. The way to do this independently of the parameterization
of
is to replace
with
where
. We can expand

..
.
where is the
identity.
We can solve this system using a weighted generalized
inverse as

(27)
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(32)

placement frame, which is similar to the one obtained with
the other approaches (no ﬁgures).
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Synthesis Result Example (Generalized-Inverse Approach)

where
is called a “weight matrix” and is a symmetric
is often taken as a block-diagonal
positive deﬁnite matrix.
matrix consisting of
copies of the matrix
(33)
is a length parameter to reconcile
on its diagonal. Here
translational and orientational quantities.
A series of simulations is conducted to conﬁrm the feasibility of these approaches shown above. Fig. 3 and 4 describe
an example case for the Generalized-Inverse approach. Note
that the arm architecture is not altered in the computation.
The original base plate, at the identity frame of reference, is
also depicted in the ﬁgures of synthesis results. The proposed
kinematic computation method successfully obtained the base
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